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Light from Galatians 3 :1 on Pauline
Theology
By

PAUL

G. BRBTSCHER
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paraphrases, dane11 Jesws Chrislus glcich
ei11er Prokla111a1io11, Gekreniglcr
die a,igcsch/agc11 tuird,
als
110,
geste/11 tllttrtle.1
Consensus such as this on what the verse
means implies similar agreement in the
rejection of alternatives. The ancient
interpretation took for granted that 11:QOyecicpELV could mean "draw" or "paint."
Luther describes Paul"s vehement preaching, "even as if a painter had portrayed
Christ Jesus crucified before their eyes."
And he continues, 'Now being absent, he
putteth them in mind of the same things,
saying: 'to whom Jesus Christ was desaibed in your sight.' As if he said: There
is no painter that with his colours can so
lively set out Christ unto you as I have
painted him out by my preaching." 8 Similarly Bernhard Weiss speaks of das ih11e11
110, A11gen slehnuJe Bild Jesu or Christm
als Geltrnmgler tlOT
gemt1ll. To
Weiss the prefix is temporal, referring to
Paul's past preaching.0 If Paul did not
T G. Schrenk, article on ygciq,Q), in Gerhard
Kiael, Theolo1iseh,s Wortnb•eh
(Stuttpn: W. Kohlhammer, 1932
-1933), I, 771 f.
a Mania Luther, Co,,.,,,nury
P•ttl's on s,.
10 IN G.i.,;.,,s, Wiaeaberg lectures of
1531, "Midclletaa" EnsJish venioa of 1575,
.revised and compleced by Philip S. Warson
(Wemvood, N. ].: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1953--61), p.196.
D Bernhard Weiss, D;. PaJ;r,isehn Bri11/11
(leipds: ]. C. Hinrichs, 1896), p. 334. Walter Bauer ia his Gmehiseh•D••lseHs Worln1,•d, u
Sehri/ln tl•s N••n T11st•t11n1S
(Berlin: Verla& Alfred Topelmana), ia bis 3d
ed. of 1937 still undemaads rcgoygcicpo, in
our pusase u "paint." He suasens, tlnn Hr
b1n 1....u flltlrU J•n,s Chrisl,u .,,. Knn,
similarly under 6qrOa1"6;. Be&iaaiag in the
4th ed. of 1952 be adds, Mneh. tl..Jn .,. ti;.

T•stmn•••

H"' N•••n

ti••

B-. tlOr ttl"1r if•1n hmsehmbn, iilntlkh
hitudwnbn, so J.a 11s j.ur J.sn - . and
oBen the newer evideacn. William P. Arndt
and P. Wilbur Gingrich, in if Gn.l,-Br,1lish
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literally Augn1
use visual aids like poster paints
or fiannelgraphs, dte language would at
lcast suggest the vividness of the preaching, which enabled the hearers to "see"
the crucifixion, as it were, before their very
eyes. Oepke suggests that this may be the
explanation for the intrusion of an interpretative lv -uµiv into many manuscripts.
The difficulty is that although there is sufficient evidence for the use of yecicpELV in
this sense, no case of xeoyeucpELV in the
meaning "paint" has been found, unless,
as Oepke suggests, one would want to accept Chrysostom's interpretation of this
very passage as cvidence.10 Burton points
out that even the instances of yecicpELV in
the sense of "paint" are considerably
earlier than the cm in which the New
Testament was written.11
OtherAngon
interpretations take the prefix in
the temporal sense, i. e., "to write beforehand.'' This is indeed the meaning of the
word in two other Pauline passages. Rom.
15:4 rcads, "For whatever was written in
former days (neoeyeciq,11) was written
for our instruction. . • .'' The form of the
verb here is identical with that in our
verse. Eph. 3:3 says, ".•• the mystery was
made known to me by revelation, as
I have written (:rceotyea,j,a) briefly.''
Here again the prefix has temporal meaning, though now the reference is not to
the Old Testament Scriptures, but to
something previously written by the same
author. In the final occurrence of the term
in the New Testament the prefix is also

T.,,.,,...,

of 1h• Nftll
(Chicago: The
Uaivenicy of Chicqo Press, 1957) follow in
oJferiag the alcematives, "show forth or portray
publicly," or "pzoclaim or placard in public."
10 Oepke, loc. dt.
11 Bunon, loc. dt.

C..xkort
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temporal. Jude 4 speaks of "some who
Jong ago were designated ( neoyeyea1111tvoL) for this condemnation." In Gal.
3:1, however, the prefix in a temporal
sense is found not to fit into this consistent
pattern of t1sage. Burton states the case
as follows: "To take it in the first sense
(i.e., 'write beforehand') as referring to
Old Testament prophecy, though consistent with current usage, is excluded by
xa,;' 6cpltw.il0u!;
;
to take it in this sense
and refer it to Paul's own presentation to
the Galatians is forbidden by the inappropriateness of yeacpci> to describe the
apostle's 11w11 11oca preaching; for if :n:eobe taken temporally, eyoacpJJ alone remains to describe the act itself." 12
One interpreter who takes the prefix
temporally, and whose reason for doing so
is not quite met by Burton's objections,
is Frederic Randall. He sees in our passage
a parallel to Eph. 3: 3. "Here probably it
refers in like manner to some document
which he had placed in the hands of the
Galatians or some Jetter which he had
written for their guidance during his absence and in which the vital truth of the
crucifixion had been enforced. . . • The
addition of xa,;' CJcp{}QAJloU; is in harmony
with this view."13 Nowhere in the epistle,
however, is there a hint of such a document. The rendering "publicly placarded"
therefore seemed sufficiently attested and
meaningful to carry the day.
There arc considerations, however,
which still give one pause. The fact that
1ll

Ibid.

Pmleric Randall, G""'1it,,u, in BxJ,olilor's
Grnl, T•IIMNIII, ed. W. lloberaon Nicoll
(I.ondon: Hodder ancl Stouabton, 1897 to
1910), ad 1oc.
11

79

Paul himself in Rom.15:4 uses the same
word in the same form and in a period
when the same problems are still very
much on his heart is one cawe for hesitation. Furthermore the prefix :n:eo- occurs
twice again in this very context, in Gal.
3:8. The verse reads: 21:eo'L8oiiaa 6s
iJ yeacpiJ O'tL Ax ltLG'tEwc;; 6LXQLOL ,;a Hvl)
o -Oe6;, 2tQ0£U1wyeltaa,;o -rep 'A(Jeaci.11 ...
In Rom. 15 :4 the thing written beforehand was the Scripture. In this verse the
accent is again on the previously written
Scripture. Should we not swpect a conceptual connection with 21:eoeyeaq>JJ in
3:1?
In the accepted interpretation neoeyeaq>JJ is understood mcraphoricaJly.
Nothing was actually "written forth," nor
was any poster literally posted. But if it
simply conveys an image of graphic portrayal, does not this interpretation pJacc
a rather heavy burden on the phrase xa,;'
6cp&aJ,11ou!;? The moment neoeyeciq>JJ
enters the realm of metaphor it drags xa,;'
6q,i}al11ou; with it. There can be no
question, of course, of the metaphorical
use of eyes, c. g., Eph. 1: 18, "having the
eyes of your beans enlightened," or Matt.
13:15, "their cars arc heavy of hearing,
and their eyes have they dosed." But Gal.
3: 1 is different. Herc we have not simply
the noun, but a prepositional phrase, a rare
one at that, a h11pa in the New Testament.
The significance of this phenomenon is
indicated by the fact that Arndt-Gingrich
takes it up in three different p1accs, under
the preposition, under the noun, and a.gain
under the verb.
Burton takes care of the problem in two
Jines of type. He undentands xar' 6cp&a1110U; to mean simply "in your prcsmce,"
the equivalent of GaL 2:11,
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xe6acol'COV au-rip clvean1v. and cites Aristophanes (Rm1t10 625) tva aoL ,,.a,:'
6cp&alµou~ liYn as baving just this sense.u
This suggestion, bowever, supports our
suspicion that the phrase implies a literal
rather than a metaphorical seeing; for if
something happened "in the presence" of
the Galatians, then they observed the thing
visually. But Burton lapses at this point.
He does not realize that he has subtly
changed the meaning of the verse. If he
translates, "In your presence Jesus Christ
was placarded aucified," then the thing
they observed was the act of placarding!
Then the apostle is calling attention to
himself, to the marked vigor and spirited
intensity with which he had, as it were,
placarded Christ. Neither Burton himself
nor any of the translators we have cited
really believes that this is what Paul intended. Rather what they saw was Jesus
Christ audfied. Therefore Burton in his
translation will not operate with his own
disposition of the xcrt1 6cp&~. but
says. ''before your eyes Jesus Christ was
placarded audfied." There is the difficulty. They saw something. What was it?
It was a visual image aeated by words!
But then they really did not "see" with
their eyes at all. Ka-r' 6 ~ becomes
metaphor.
Such a burden the phrase cannot bear,
nor does it ever do so, even in the- classical
reference which Burton cites. It does not
do so either in the Septuagint, where it is
the usual aanslation for
I
with 8

n?

Burma, p. 144. Liddell and Scott oJfen
mis same puaae and mother: 'SVQGVV01I KC1-s'
6cplalpo6; XG"1JyGQl[Y1 ID IICCUle him ID his
face, Xeaophou,Hiffo 1:14. Friedrich Pffiliake
oJfen DO umana: of the phiue in the papyri,
ia his VS'6rtff/n,d, m .,;.dnsdJ• P-,,nu,.,,__,, (Berlia, 1925).
14
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variety of pronominal suffixes.111 The Septuagint passages refer first of all to an
individual who sees something happening.
Thus IV [II] Kings 25: 71 xat -ro~ ,ilou~
~E&ex(ou eacpa~EY
(Similarly 2 Kings 12:11; Jer. 35:5; Ezek.
21:11.) In a second group of passages
a nation is personified and as such sees
God's action of judgment in history. Ezek.
20:41 is representative: xal dytaofhiaol,laL
b 'Ul,lLY ">ta,:' 6cp&a'-1'ou~ -rci>v 1,aci>v. (Similarly Jer. 28:24; Ezek. 20:14, 22; 22:16;
36:23.) In some of these cases the RSV
quite properly translates, "in the presence
of." But no instance suggests that the
"seeing" was only a psychological reaction
to a graphic oral description.
St. Paul appears to be arguing from
something the Galatians have literally
perceived with their eyes. The very position of the phrase, first in the clause, underscores the emphasis be places upon
what they have so seen. In concept, we
suggest, it is akin to the use of the dative
in 1 John 1: 1, 6 lcoea1'.Ul,l£Y 'tO~ 6cp0alµo~ -fiµci>v. In intent it may be likened to
the sheer earthy, antimetaphorical quality
inherent in such expressions as xai:ci
c!v&ecoxov (Gal. 3: 15, xa-rci c!v&ecol'COV
6
liyco)xai:ci
and aciexa
(4:23,
lx 't'ij;
:rraL&(axTJ; xa-rci aciexa yeyevvri-raL, or
Rom. 1: 31 lx cm:SQl,lam; Aaul& xai:ci
aciexa),10
111 The eumples lilled from the Septuagint,
with the eitcepaoa of Jer. 28:24, are those

susaemd bf Walter Bauer 1111d Amdt-G.iu&ricb
under 6cpfa).p6;.

11 Other iDIIUCel of ui:u clvtoamo-, are
B.om.3:5; lCor.3:3;
Gal.1:1.
Of xa,:u aqxa, B.om. 4:1; 8:3; 9:5; 1 Cor.
1:26; 10:18; 2 Cor.1:17; 5:16; 11:18; Bph.
6:5.
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There is significant evidence, therefore,
to support a literal understanding both of
the 1<a't' 6cpf}alµ~ and of the xeosYeciqnJ. The question, of course, is
whether the verse can make any sense this
way. Let us try. Seen by itself the idea
behind each of the terms is clear. On the
one hand, the Galatians had literally, with
their very eyes, seen something, and Paul
is reminding them of that occasion. On
the other hand, something was once ( the
aorist) written down OveciqnJ) beforehand (xeo-). If we grant the likelihood
of a conceptu:al link between vv. 1 and 8,
we will be disposed to presume that the
reference here is to the Scriptures of the
Old Testament.
Between these seemingly disparate ideas
there is a connecting link, namely, 'l11aoii;
XeLaro; larauoooµivo;. He is what they
had seen with their own eyes. At the
same time He is what was written down
beforehand. Now obviously they had not
seen Jesus Christ aucified outside the
walls of Jerusalem. Neither is Paul trying
to say that they had seen holy writers of
a past age in the process of putting Messianic prophecies on paper. What they
had seen was the produa of the holy
writers, the documents, the black-on-white
saol1s of the Scriptures. More specifically
even than this, what they had seen as these
saol1s were unrolled was some very particular Bible passage or passages to which
Paul's ii.ager had once directed their eyes
and whose content was the very Christ of
the Cross whom Paul preached. Such pasages as Is. 53, Ps. 22, or Ps. 69 would
qualify. To such a scene in their recent
past the apostle is summoning their memory in the ttemendously compressed

81

clause, 0~ xa't' 6cpf}alµoo; 'l11aoii; XoLa'tO; xeoeyecicp1J larauec,oµtvo;. A uanslation hardly suffices to reproduce this
conciseness. A paraphrase may be more
adequate: "Foolish Galatians, who has bewitched you? Did you not see Him with
your own eyes, black on white in the
Scriptures, Jesus Christ aucified?" Perhaps in this compressed statement the
aorist refers not so much to the origin of
that Scripture as to that single moment
in past time which they are so foolish to
have forgotten, the occasion when they
had seen the crucified Christ written there.
If this is what Paul means, it points
to an understanding of his missionary
method. Throughout this episde, as indeed in all his writings. Paul presupposes
that even his Gentile readers both have
access to, know, and reverence as divinely
authoritative, the Scriptures we call the
Old Testament. The entire argument
which begins at our verse rests on this
assumption. But how did a largely Gentile
congregation come into this kind of contaet with these Jewish writings? We may
certainly assume that the Jewish synagogs
both had and used the saaecl writings in
one form or another. We may assume
further that the congregations Paul addresses in Galatia had within their membership some who had been Jews or
proselytes and who carried into the church
their previous training. But now an additional factor begins to emerge. Paul
himself had taught them the Saiptures.
It was part of his method. If the converts
in Berea "received the Word with all
eagerness, eurnioiog the Saiptures daily
to see if these things were m" (Am
17: 11), it WU Paul himself who bad
launched them into such an eurnio•rioa.
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It is, of course, impossible to prove
that the Galatians and other congregations
had access to the sacred scrolls. Paul apparently carried his own Saiptures with
him (2 Tim. 4:U). That the Galatians
could refer to the Scriptures, at least to
the Pentateuch and the Prophets, will become the more likely as our discussion
proceeds. For the moment the point is that
Paul used the Saiptures in his missionary
teaching. Finding a hint of his custom
also in Gal. 3: 11 we see him gathering his
little group around him, reverently unrolling the scroll, indicating with his finger
the specific passage, and allowing those
who could to read it, and from these Scriptures declaring to them the cruci6ed
Christ, the hope of the Gentiles, and the
promises of the Kingdom. This was no
pedantic lecture, designed merely to prove
that fulfillment corresponded to prediction.
The Gentiles came to faith in Christ by
hearing the proclamation of the Gospel
rather than by rational "proofs." How
Paul used the Scriptures he indicates in
Rom.15:4, "Whatever was written in former days was written for our instruction,
that by steadfastness and by the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have
hope." So the Scriptures were holy to the
Gentiles because with their own eyes they
had seen the crucified and risen Lord written there, with all His hope and comfort.
The authority of the Scriptures which Paul
accents also in our verse is "Jesus Christ

• . • crucified."
But why does the apostle so passionately
urge this point? To answer this question
we begin to look for an antithesis, to discover what he is aying against. We explore the contezt, and there one word
springs out, vcS~. ''Law" is the issue in

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol34/iss1/10

the Antioch scene in chapter 2, occurring
three times in v. 16, twice in v. 18, and
once in v. 21. In chapter 3 we find vcSi,u>!i
again, vv. 21 5, 10, and p,usi111. But this
Law is no vague generality. Like "Jesus
Christ crucified" it lllso is something concrete, visible to the eye, for it is written
in those very same Scriptures. To appreciate the force of Paul's argument, let us
for the moment imagine a completely
inverted situation. Suppose that Paul were
writing as the champion of the I.aw,
against opponents who were perverting
that I.aw with the Gospel. Suppose it were
back to the law that he was trying to
summon his people. Then we might find
him saying, "O foolish Galatians, who has
bewitched you, o(; xa-r' ocp0a1µou; 6
v6µo; :itQOEYQciqnJ . . ," But what law?
The central focus of Galatians immediately
suggests how the sentence then must end,
". . • 6 v6i,u>!i :n:eoEyedcpl) :rtEQL'tO!l"q!i,"
"O foolish Galatians! Did you not see it
there with your very eyes, written black
on white in the Scriptures - the Jaw of
circumcision?"
We find confirmation for such an understanding of Paul's antithesis in Gal.
3:10. Here Paul quotes Deut. 27:26,
which reads in the Septuagint as follows:
'E:n:Lxa'taQU'tO!i :n:ci!i i&vftQea>:n:O; 8!i mm
l11µivEL b :n:cicnv 'tO~ 16yoL; voµou
'tOU
Notice, ~ 'tO'U'tO'IJ :n:oL'ijam
however,
the peculiar way in which Paul amplifies
this verse. In place of the simple 'tO~
MyoL!i he has 'tO~ ysyeaµpivoL; b 'tip
~l~l(cp. Why? Obviously, because his
readers have been Staring at the words
of the Law written in the Book! 1T
1, Deut. 31:24 zefen 10 Moses u yQCicpa,y
mivra; 't«N; ).6-,ov; 'toil 'V6t,&ov 'tcmDV al;
IILCSUov. Whether this 'ftne a,ntribuled at
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Conscious of this antithesis we are
ready now to rcconsttua what had happened in the Galatian churches. The false
teachers came in with their own profound
reverence for the Scriptures, a reverence
shared by all of Judaism. They believed in
verbal inspimtion. On the surface at least,
this attitude to the Scriptures was indistinguishable from that which the Gentile
Christians had come to hold. But then
these men took down the very scrolls that
St. Paul had handled and from which he
had proclaimed the holy joy of the Gentiles in the Gospel. They rolled them open
before the eyes of the Christians. They
pointed their finger at a paragraph there,
words written black on white. "See what
it says," they would say, "it stands in your
own Bible, written from ancient days with
the authority of the one true and eternal
God, the same God who sent Jesus Christ.
It tells you ever so dearly how to get in
on the promises, how to share in the inheritance of the people of Abraham. Yes,
Jesus Christ came to open the way to the
Gentiles, but here stands the prescription
for your full participation. See it yourself!" The Christians looked and were
shaken by what they read there with a
clarity from which there was no escape.
The sacred Scriptures fairly shouted support to these new teachers. The passage to
which the finger pointed could only be
Ex. 12:43-49:
And the Lmd said to Moses and Aaron,
"This is the ordinance of the passover: no
foreiper shall eat of it; but every slave that
is bousht for money may eat of it after
all to the wordiq of Paul's quoudoo in Gal.
3:10 is pioblemadml. In an, cue ft would not
help aonrer the buic question: Why does Paul
make such an addidon to his daadoo of Deur.
27:26?

83

you have circumcizcd him. No sojournu

or hired servant may eat of it. . . • All the
congregation of Israel shall keep it. And
when a stranger shall sojourn with you
and would keep the passover to the
lord, let all his males be circumcized.
then he may come near and keep it; he
shall be as a native in the land. But no
uncircumcized person shall eat of it. There
shall be one law for the native and for the
stranger who sojourns among you.
Imagine the consternation! They bury
their noses in the passage, read it again
and again, search the context, but it aaps
them. The more they stare, the more perplexed and confused they become. A convusation somewhat like the following
perhaps took place to judge by Paul·s
response and rebuttal in chapters 1, 2.
"But Paul, Paul never showed us this.
He never said anything like this was
necasary," someone protests. ( 1:6, 9)
''Well, that's understandable," comes the
smooth reply. "Of course, I don't want to
judge the man, but it is likely he just
doesn't know the Scriptures." (1 :14)
"He seemed to know the Scriptures
quite well. After all, he was trained in
Pharisaism."
'Then be really ought to know better.
One thing is sure, he's not in step with
the church in Jerusalem. There they regularly require circumcision, even for Gentile
convertS (2:3). That's where the apostles
are who were with the Lord, and they
ought to know." (2:6)
''But Paul called himself an apostle
too!"
"He is a laa:comer, though: yon have
to admit that. Doesn't it make sense to
trust pillan of the church like Peter and
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James {2:9), before you put your faith
in a man who has the message secondhand
and who perhaps getS things mixed up or
forgers part of his job? It seems awfully
strange that he can teach you the Saiptures, and yet overlook as important and
obvious a section as this one." (1:1, 11, 12)
"I wish Paul were here!"
'1t's a little hard to predia what he
would do if he were here! From what
I hear he must be a little unstable, certainly inconsistent. Didn't he circumcize
Timothy in Lystra (Acts 16:3)? Seems to
me he bends with the wind. When it suits
him he preaches circumcision himself
( 5: 11). But when it would be rather
a difficult thing to demand, he won't
make a point of it, in order not to lose
any converts (1:10; 2:5). He certainly
does not have a very favorable reputation
in Jerusalem.I can vouch for that!" (1:24;
2:9)
"I don't know," someone replies uneasily, '1 still think we ought to ask Paul
what he thinks."
"What Paul thinks is not the issue.
It's what the Lord thinks! Look at the
passage. I didn't make it up, you know!
Read it! "The Lord said to Moses and
Aaron!' What bcttet authority do you
want than that? I wish you would ask
Paul. Ask him why he never showed you
this Saipture! He is caught, thete is
nothing he can answer! Maybe it will at
least encourage him to come dean with the
Saiptures and the Law, or else quit claiming to be an aposdel"
"Can't we wait, at least, till Paul comes
back? He promised to fflW'DI"
"Wait? How much time do you think
there is? Who knows how soon the Lord
will retam to sive us the inherirance of
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the Kingdom? 18 Do you want to rake
a chance on being left out? (5:1-3) It
belongs to those who are God's people,
the circumci7.ed seed of Abraham ( 3 :29).
Look at these verses, it's good news! Why
do you act as though it is such a dreadful
thing? God Himself is telling you here,
black on white, how you strangers can
become one with God's people, with the
congregation of the sons of Israel, with
their land and all the blessed promises it
stands for!" ( 1: 6-9)
We can feel how devastating the argument became with its recourse to the
authority of the Scriptures. The congregation was ready to capitulate, and it was
a miracle of divine grace that somebody
broke loose from the hypnotic spell ( 'tL~
'6µ~ A~ciaxawv;) in order to run to the
aposde with the question. When there
seems to be no possible answer, Paul
knows the answer. Its key is the cross of
Christ (3:1), the truth of the Gospel
("1 &litfELa 'tOii ~yye).(ou, 2:5, 14).
His own aposrolic authority and the authority of the Jerusalem apostles rest on
this basis. Even an angel from heaven has
no authority without it, but must be cast
out. Beginning in the third chapter he
defines even the authority of the Saip18 It is c:urioul chat die eschatological accent.
prominent a feature in 1 and 2 Thea. (presumably Paul's first epistles), is almost wholly
lackins in Ga1adam. Althoush Paul makes
much of die promises and warm of die Juds·
ment (5:21;
reference
6:5-8), there is no
ezplicidy to Christ's comins or our waiting to
meet: Him, such u is found in almost every
cbap11er of both leaen to Tbeualonica. Perhaps
the comlict in Ga1ada brouaht about • shift in
his emplwes. Tbouah a blah ach■rnlogical
conscioumca rem.aim, the penisrent concenaation on this dieme, evident
die in
epistles to
tbe Tbeaaloniam, does not recur in his writinp.
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rures by that same "truth of the Gospel,"
and by the authority of that Gospel he
puts the Law in its place.
III

Before we proceed, however, we need
to establish what has so far merely been
stated and assumed, namely, that the Scripture paSSllge upon which the Galatian congregation was foundering was Ex. 12:
43-49. That the key item of Law involved
in this epistle is circumcision, mentioned
altogether 13 times, is apparent to anyone
who reads it. This is not to say that other
laws do not come into play. "You observe
days, and months, and seasons, and years,"
Paul cries in 4: 10. But circumcision remains the crux. According to 5: 3 the concentration on this single Law had become
so engrossing that no one even stopped to
consider the logical consequence, namely,
that to yield at this point is to become
obligated to the whole Law, to submit to
any and every other passage of the saaed
scroll to which anyone would point hls
demanding finger.
We would look for an Old Testament
passage, then, that deals with circumcision.
There are only two sections in which this
matter receives more than passing attention. One is the account of Abraham's
circumcision in Gen. 17. An eurnioarion
of this chapter reveals that the word v6µo;
does not occur. The accenr is rather on
"covenant" ( 12 times). The mark circumcision leaves in the B.esh is called "an
everlasting covenant," a "sign" of the
covenant between God and the people of
Abnham. Reference is made to the circumcision of slaves bom in Abraham's
house, but there is nothing regarding
strangers or foreignen who might wish to
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attach themselves to Abraham's household
and covenant.
The other passage is Ex. 12:43-49. In
this Passover chapter the word "covenant"
is absent. The verses we are considering
are explicitly called law, v6µo~. both at
the beginning and ar the close of the
ordinance. A report of the obedience of
the people follows: '"lbus did all the
people of Israel; as the Lord cornrnaod'=Cl
Moses and Aaron, so they did." A report
of the consequences of that obedience
closes the paragraph: "And on that
very day the Lord brought the people
of Israel our of the land of Egypt
by their hosts." Nothing is said here about
circumcision as a "sign." It does, however,
make provision for the inclusion of foreigners and slaves, who perhaps were a
part of the '"mixed multitude" that went
up with Israel (v. 38). It also defines the
Passover as a "sacrament" of participation
in the promises, reserved exclusively for
God's own people, "the congregation of
the sons of Israel" Now all these features
fit into the conrext in Galatians. We are
dealing with Gentiles, uncircumcized, who
wish to be included in the promises God
has made to His people, who want to
belong. The prominence of the word
v6µo; in Exodus 12 corresponds to its
importance in our epistle.
Nor is this alL We tum now to Gal.
3:17. Here Paul speaks of the law given
"four hundred and thirty years afterward"
- that is, after the promises were made
to the patriarchs. The figure derives from
Ex.12:40,41, where it oa:ws twice. But
this is only 2 venes (in Rahlf's edition of
the Septuagint only 4 lines) above the
paragraph of law we are considering.
Anyone who looked at that law, written
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black on white before his eyes, could not
but notice this figure. Therefore Paul can
so authoritatively exploit it: "Pour hundred and thirty years after the promises that's when that I.aw of yours was first
given!" It is a devastating argument.
There is more to be gleaned from Gal.
3:17. Now we need the verse in full.
"'Ibis is what I mean: the law, which
came four hundred and thirty years afterward, does not annul a covenant previously
ratified by God, so as to make the promise void." The verse speaks of the v6µo;,
but it also mentions the lha-fhixT), and it
sets these two in contrast. .ALa-fhix11, however, as we have seen, is the key term in
the other circumcision chapter, Geo. 17.
Does this, perhaps, suggest that Paul's
opponentS operated with more than Exodus 12, that they bad a full circumcision
theology, which was based also on Genesis 17, and made much of the concept of
Abraham's seed, Abraham's blessin& Abraham's promises? U &. 12 were their
exclusive Scripture, we would expect to
find some reference to the Galatians as belonging to "the congregation of the sons
of Israel" (Ex. 12:47). Paul never mentions this. The antithesis be must meet is
that of identification with Abraham and
Abraham's inheritance and promises (Gal.
3:8, 14, 16, 29); but this is rooted in Genesis 17 and its context.

U this conclusion is valid, we may
reconstrua the theology of the Judaizers
in its convincing simplicity. They pointed
to Gen. 17 and talked of participation
in the covenant. They referred to the
promises God bad made already to Abraham and the inclusion of the Gentiles in
those promises. The passage which Paul
quote5 in 3:8 they also used: '1n thee
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shall all the nations be blessed" ( Gen.
12:3). The promises were made to Abraham "and to his seed," they said. The seal
of these promises is circumcision. Yet the
intention from the beginning was that the
Gentiles should be included when the
finality of the blessing was ushered in.
In Jesus Christ that day has arrived. By
His death and resurrection He has opened
the way to the Gentiles to be heirs and to
participate in the Spirit. The commission
has gone to the apostles and to the Jews
to bring to the Gentiles the hope of Israel
- and quickly, for Christ will soon return
and the time is short. But this means that
the Gentiles must be incorporated into
Abraham's seed, and the way this is done
is graciously provided us in Ex.12, namely,
circumcision. The day of fulfillment is
here, when Abraham becomes a multitude
of nations (Gen.17:5)! Christ's return
will gloriously fuUill the promises previously signaled to Abraham under the
.figure of the possession of the land of
Canaan. (17:8)

What Paul now does with this is profoundly significant, a most remarkable gift
of the Spirit! His study of Gen. 17 and
its Abraham context, his constant conviction in the Spirit that every other authority
must be subject to the authority of "the
truth of the Gospel," leads to a startling
and wonderful insight. Circumcision is not
the &i.a&fixtJ and cannot be identified with
it. The covenant antecedes the "saaamcnt," and circumcision is only its seal.
The term "covenant" is used in conneaion
with God's promises to Abraham already
in Gen.15:18. Earlier in that chapter
stands the remarkable Statement that
Abraham is reckoned as rightcOUS, not for
his obedience under Law, not even for
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his circumcision, but simply because he
believed the promises and the God who

made them! (Gen. 15:6). Therefore
Paul will not tolerate an equating of
lha&~x11 and v6µ.o;! If what transpired at
Sinai is called a covenant (Ex. 19:5), Paul
cuts the knot by declaring, ''There are
two covenants" (Gal 4:24). By what
hermeneutical principle docs he interpret
the Old Testament? What is his authority?
It is what it always is, and was, and must
be - the fulfillment of the Old Testament
in Jesus Christ: ,) ali'1&Eta Toii Ewyye1.£ou.
In Romans 4 Paul recasts the same
basic argument. Things have changed,
however. He is not writing now in the
heat of a thcologicil battle on which turns
the whole future of the church and the
Gospel. He is rather equipping the church
consciously with a theological summation
of that battle as a resource for the future.
He is laying "nomism" to rest. There is
another difference. When Paul wrote
Galatians the battle turned on Ex. 12. In
Rom. 4 there is no reference to this passage. The point that the promise has temporal priority over the law of circumcision can be made from the history of
Abraham alone, without reference to the
"four hundred and thirty years." In Galatia it was the enemy that had set up the
battle line, and the aposde had to join the
battle at their controverted Bible passage.
We turn now to the closing verses of
Gal. 3. The question has been, What are
the terms on which Gentiles may belong
to the people of Israel, to the seed of
Abraham, so that they are full heirs of the
promises? Under the terms of the new,
"other Gospel," brought in by the Judaizing teachers, the answer is circumcision,
and all the authority of the Sacred Saip-
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tures is marshaled in its support. No
doubt they called it Gospel (1:6, 7), for it
was good news. Ex. 12 was designed, after
all, not to exclude Gentiles but to bring
them in, to make it possible for them to
belong.
The vocabulary used in Ex. 12 does not
provide a link with these last verses of
Gal. 3. Most of the key terms are either
rare in the New Testament or occur not
at all. The words :rtQOa~um; and
auvayooy~ have acquired a special, technical meaning and are no longer available
in their original sense. The adjectival
term for "male," dQOEVLxo;, is simply
&Qa11v in the New Testament. 'AlloyEVTJ;,
foreigner, occurs only at Luke 17:18.
Il aQOLxo;, sojourner, is only slighdy more
common, at Eph. 2: 19 and 1 Peter 2: 11.
OlxtTI]; is used four rimes; flLa&oncS;,
twice in one verse, the "hireling" of John
10: 12. The word for a "slave bought with
money," deyueci>V1Jm;, does not occur, nor
do either of the terms for "native,•
ain6x&wv and lYXci>eu,; Ti~ ~- None
of these words are to be found anywhere
in Galatians.
Yet there is a correspondence of ideas,
especially at v. 28, so striking that it can
hardly be accidental In vv. 26 and 27 Paul
argues that it is Baptism (inseparable
from faith), .rather than circumcision, that
breaks down all barrien to the outsiders
and that makes all of us sons, not merely
of Israel or of Ab.rabam but of God. But
now notice what the specific walls are
which have falleo. In Ex. 12 c:ircumcisioo
was the instrument by which to include
the cW.oy8V15, the neoai)).um;. and the
:rtcipo,xo; in the congregation of Israel. In
Paul's day this is precisely the dlifes:mce
represented by "Jew and Greek." Cimun-
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cision also was called upon to overcome
the inequality of servitude or slavery, three
degrees of which are expressed by otuni;,
1.uafon6;, and cleyuec.i>VT)w;. In the society of Paul's world this corresponds to
the separation between "slave and free."
But there is a third barrier, one which
circumcision itself raised and for which it
inevitably had no answer. The accent is
on the male. All the males are to be circum.cized. What, then, is the status of the
female? Surely the Gentiles, confronted
with the demand of this Law, would ask
this even as all of us at one time or
another have asked it. To this barrier also
the Gospel speaks, says the apostle. And
so he reaches his ringing climax: 'There
is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave nor free, there is neither male nor
female!" And in the last verse, reverting
to the contribution Gen. 17 had made to
the entire discussion, he exclaims· "For
you are all one in Christ Jesus. And if
you are Christ's, then you are Abraham's
offspring. heirs according to the promise!"
IV

Among the Galatians, then, reverence
for the authority of the Scriptures without
the proper key to their undemanding
made them helpless victims of false
teachers and endangered their faith. Perhaps this whole tragic situation will become clear if we return now to survey

Paul's entire theological argument.

A
let us begin at the Antioch incident
(2:11-21). It is quite clear what Peter's
dilemma was. Ever since the vision at
Joppa (Am 10, 11) he had understood
that the Gospel belonged freely and with-
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out prejudice to the Gentiles. At the
Council of Jerusalem he took a firm stand
for that principle, against every pressure,
and his position received the dear endorsement of the whole church (Acts 15).
This issue, however, had not been settled
once and for all because a vital theological
question had not yet been answered or
even fully faced. This was the question
of the Scriptures, their purpose and authority for the church in view of their
fulfillment in Christ. The Scriptures are
the Word of God; the law is contained in
the Scriptures, and therefore the authority
of God stands behind it. Can one now
ignore, bypass, or .repeal that law, without
destroying the authority of the Scripru.res
and so blaspheming God?
At Antioch Peter, of all people, is "bewitched" by the same kind of argument
which later bad so devastating an effect in
GalatiL We may presume that the delegation from Jerusalem called him aside,
unrolled the saoll of the Scriptures, and
in all sincerity and soberness pointed their
finger at something written there. A .rather
good case can be made for Lev. 20:22-26
as the passage in qucstion.10 Some very
111 The evidence that this pusqe wu Peler'a
stumbling block ■t Antioch is not quite u
decisive u dw for Bir. 12:43-49 in G■l■ti■, but
it is lllf&cient to 111pport the hypothesis.
L The situation ■t Antioch c:oncemed ..,;,,g.
This is precisely the c:oncem of Lev. 20:25,
wbeie the proper distinction between c:le■n md
UDdem foocls is made • f■cmr in the bolia.ea
of Goel'• people. eating
A Jew
in the home
of • Gentile c:ou1cl no loqer
observe
this

clistinction.
b. Two key cenm, 4cpOQlta, md ffvri, ocau:
both in Lev. 20:26 md in G■1. 2:12, the Tene
in which Peler's pmblem is l1ated. In both
inmnces dq,oglta, bu the ICdmical aeme of
dianoc:i■rian ■.a:onling ID the I.aw, for die
m■inlell■llCle of bollnea.
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specific injunaions are here laid upon
God's holy people. "You shall not walk
in the customs of the nations.•.." "You
shall make a distinction between the dean
and the unclean. . • ." The last verse is
dimaaic! "You shall be holy to Me, for
I the Lord am holy and have separated you
from the peoples that you should be
Mine." Now this is the I.a.w! It describes
what distinguishes God's people from the
world. In these words the authority of
God confronts men. "Surely, the Gospel
belongs to the Gentiles, but does this
mean we now forget about the Scriptures?"
The representative of James would say,
"Did not Jesus warn, 'Whoever relaxes
one of the least of these commandments
and teaches men so, shall be called least
in the kingdom of heaven; but he who
does them and teaches them shall be
called great in the kingdom of heaven'?
(Matt.5:19). Did not the Lord summon
us tO discipleship, to follow Him even

when it means being misunderstood, accused, and bearing disgrace for His sake?
Certainly the easy thing is tO eat with the
Gentiles, but the easy way is the way of
concession, reueat, compromise, 'pleasing
men' (an argument that weighed heavily
in Galatia, d. 1:10). What the Lord
wants of you is a dear testimony of your
submission to His law, to the authority
of the Scriptures - the testimony of being
separate! You are the leader, Peter!
Everybody looks to you!"
Thus Peter was confronted squarely
with the issue tO which the church needed
an answer. He felt himself caught between
comliaing authorities. It was, we may well
imagine, an agonizing situation for him,
and in his uncertainty he yielded to the
pressure which at the moment was most
insistent. It does not necessarily follow
that he fully consented tO the position of
the Jerusalem delegation. Perhaps he
withdrew, doing nothing, until he could
up his mind. The effect was the
make
c. It is sttan&e, however, that rhe word
same.
lvu,;, for all ia imponmce here in Lcvidcus,Galadans In this instance, as so often, inncvcr occun in
or even any of ill decisiveness is already negative action.
cogm.1e1. At fim hand chis might weigh against
In the eternal counsel of God the
our hypothesis. There is, however, another
factor even more curious. In every Pauline answer to the question was to come from
leaer wriaen after Galatians (therefore ezdud- one especially raised up and qualified by
iq 1 and 2 Thessalonian• and Galadans),
address as
the Spirit tO give it. Peter's break with
lyLOL appcan prominendy in the
• noble dde of the Christian readcnl (Cf. B.om. Judaism seems to have been a gradual
1:7; 1 Cor. 1,2; 2 Cor. 1:1; Bph. 1:1; Phil. process involving a series of steps. Paul's,
1:1; Col. 1:1.) This 111dden and then persi11ent emphasis can hardly have been acci- however, had been instantaneous and alMay WC specuwe that it WU the rellJlt rogether aushing. Frequent reference t0
of his refleaion on Peter's pi:oblem vcne that
Jed Paul to define the holy people of the holy it is found in his writings, but the stateGod by way of rhe croa? The cry of lcvidcus, ment incorporated .in Paul's response tO
laaaff
lyUN. h. lycb ctvu,; x6gu1; 6 On; Peter here is one of the most trenchant:
-l,pciry, has been fuJfilJcd lO 111 Iv Xot,cnC,
''For I through the law died t0 the law
'l11aoU KVQ(ip -l,pciryl
If chis reuoniq nands, then die especially that I might live to God. I have been
careful formuladon of this concept as applyiq audfied with Christ; it is no longer I who
ID the believen, in 1 'Cor. 1:2, may constimte
cori:oboaidq mdenc:e that this epistle wu the live, but Oirist who lives in me • • • I do
not nullify the pee of God." (Vv. 19-21)
nezt ID be wriam .&er Galatians.
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Paul had been an all-out supporter of
the Law, a defender of that Law against
what he was convinced was the blasphemy
of Jesus and of His disciples. And yet
that very Law for which he fought bad
left him in the lurch. When on the
Damascus road he looked into the face of
Christ, the Law he had served so faithfully offered him no comfort or reward.
It did not even stay neutral! Rather it rose
up to expose his ungodly heart, to condemn and destroy him as a liar and as a
pcrsecuror of the Son of God! But in that
very moment of shame and utter despair
the lord Jesus, who bad taken Paul's
"death" under the Law inro His own
cross, raised up this Pharisee, cast out and
excluded by God's holy Law, into a new
and blessed life of grace, freedom, and
sonship. This is God's grace. Paul at that
moment bad no claim on God whatSOeVer,
except the claim on wrath and judgment.
Yet God in pure grace (1:15; 2:21), of
His own free will ( 1: 1) and pleasure
(1:16), had revealed ro him His Son. The
word cbtoxcil~ (1:12, 16) pictures
"revelation" as the removal of a veil
(xd1VJ1µa). What this meant to the
apostle is reJlected in his remarkable desaiption in 2Cor.3:12-18. He had seen
the Law in its full. consuming judgment
and the Gospel in its uncompromised
slmy. This is what Paul means by

ft dl'l]hta mi u,ayysl[ou

(v.14).
Because it has been granted Paul to see
the light of the Gospel so clearly, he is

in a position to dispel the confusion which
a false view of the purpose of the Law bad
aeated in the church. The contrast is between justification I~ ley<OV v6µov and
&ul or h 2tl~ XeLcmrii. Except for
one occurrence in Rom. 3:20, the phrase
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I~ leycov v6µou is peculiar to Galatians.
Elsewhere in Romans, Ephesians. James.
and other books, a simple I~ leycov suffices. But in Galatians the longer expression lies at the very heart of the discussion.
It is used with hammering repetition three
times in 2:16, and then again in 3:2, 10.
n1e apostle is not discussing Law in this
epistle as an abstma theological concept,
bur he has in mind very specific ordinances
which demand obedience by the authority
of the Scriptures, which contain them.
N6µo; is the Law into which Peter had
looked, written black on white in the
Scriptures. The ieya are the actions
which represent his conformity to that
particular Law. The Law demands perfect
holiness of the people separated to God.
(Lev. 20:26)
"But," says Paul, "we have been delivered from the slavery and the fear of
the Law and the utter frustration of attempting to be holy and acceptable in
God's sight by keeping its precepts. By
being justified through faith in Christ
Jesus we become full partakers of God's
promise and thereby are members of His
holy people. It is no longer necessary to do
the things written in the Law, which comprise merely the shadow of things to come
and which now in Christ have come to an
end as demands upon us. By submitting to
these laws we in effea deny that Christ
has .redeemed us from the curse of the
whole Law upon our infractions of the
Law. If I make the Law necessary as a
means of establishing fellowship with God,
then I am in effea rejecting His keeping
the Law for me and His atonement for my
breaking of the Law. The only life I have
is the life Christ gives me when I believe
in Him who loved me and gave Himself
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for me. But if I now begin to reassert
the old dead 'life' under the Law by
injecting a legal principle or requirement
into my justifiation, then what on earth
did Christ die for?"

B
Now Paul turns to address the Galatians
in chapter 3. They are so hypnotized
(·d~ "Uµc% ~f.h1axav£v;) by staring at that
dreadful, inescapable letter of the Law
in Exodus 12 that everything they ever
learned is forgotten. Paul must break the
spell. "You foolish Galatians, how was it
that you learned to rejoice in the Scriptures? Wasn't it because in those blackon-white paragraphs, with your own eyes,
you saw Jesus Christ crucified? Or how
was it you received the Spirit? Was it by
staring at a legal prescription in the Bible,
as you arc doing now, and then rising to
perform it ( A; ! eycov v6µou) ? Or was it
simply by hearing me proclaim Christ to
you as "the end of the I.aw" and responding in faith and joy
dxoij~ :n:tcm~)?
Aren't you silly? If the Spirit came to
you freely, do you think you are going to
hold Him and His promises by circumcision, which was merely a sign and seal
of those promises? And what about the
gifts of the Spirit, and the miracles - did
they come to you freely and for no reason
except God's love, or did you get them
by staring into these black-on-white legal
ordinances?"

Os

But Paul does not undermine or deny
the authority of the saaed scrolls. The
Law is good and holy (Rom. 7: 12). It
must be seen not in isolation but as a part
of the whole counsel and economy of God,
i. e., in the context of the truth of the
Gospel Scripture has no authority either
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different from the authority of the Cross
of Christ or independent of it. Therefore
Paul summons them to look into the same
Scriptures in which they bad found the
letter of the law regarding circumcision
and to read their sacred pages in the full
perspective of the truth of the Gospel
"See what those Scriptures say about
Abraham," Paul would say. "He was
righteous simply by believing! Or notice
what the Saipture says about Abraham's
blessing and the Gentiles. Do you really
imagine that you, the beneficiaries of that
promise, are to be righteous now on some
other terms than Abraham was? 'Ah, but
the law,' you say. Very well, look hard at
that Law. See what is written there? It
curses our disobedience and failure in
even one little derail Don't you understand that that is exactly why Christ came,
to break the power of the I.aw over us by
being cursed under the I.aw in our stead?
It is Jesus Christ who has made it possible
for you Gentiles to be participants in the
blessings promised to Abraham by freeing
all men from the curse of the I.aw. The
promise of that salvation you can see and
read in your own Bible. It was made a full
430 years before that I.aw of circumcision
you so cherish! The issue is salvation by
I.aw or Promise. It cannot be both!
"This does not mean the Law served
no purpose. Of course it is in your Bible,
I don't pretend it is not. But you need
to understand its function. It was designed
to hold God's people in check, to bind us
Jews under its discipline until Christ came.
But now Christ has come! He has set us
Jews free, but He has set you free too!
Christ is the Son, and by Baptism you haveall received His name, you are all sonsnotof Israel after the llesb (Ex.12:47) but
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of God. That's what uniteS us now, Jew
and Gentile, slave and free, male and
female not circumcision. Christ is
Abraham's offspring (v. 16). and when
your life derives from Him as mine does
(2:20) through Baptism (3:27), then
you are Abraham's offspring and the inheritance is yours. (3:29)
"So don't look at us Jews and conclude
that you lack some qualifications which
we already possess. For in the past we
were like children under discipline, like
slaves bound by cm>LXEia. This was the
effect of our law. But now rejoice with
us! Christ has redeemed us from the curse
of the law. We are free! And rejoice in
your own right, for He has also freed you
from your own cm>LXEia.l!O What on earth

are you uying to do? Crawl back into
prison again or replace the slavery you
endured as Gentiles with a Jewish slavery?
Has all my labor been for nothing?"
The theological argument continues at
4:21. "If you still are not persuaded,"
Paul suggests, "if you still want to be
under the law, then look yet a.gain at
Abraham, whose offspring you want to be.
Notice it is not simply a question of being
the son of Abraham. The issue is: Which
son? Nor is it simply a matter of sharing
in the covenant, for there are two of them,
you know. Which covenant? Are you the
child of the flesh or of promise? Is yours
the covenant of slavery or of freedom?
You may boast of being Abraham's son as
you conform to a legalistic and authoritative "Jerusalem," as you ding tenaciously
l!O For a survey of die endless SNdy wt has
to Sinai and the letter of the I.aw, as you
gone into die see
termErnst
cnCRx1ta
Percy,
even
persecute and slander the Gospel and
Dill Prohl•"'• tl•r
Bpb~s•rhri•f•
Kolossn- ••tl
those
who bear it. But know that in spite
(Lund: Carl Bloms Boktrykrri A.-B., C. W.
K. Gleerup, 1946). Trevor Liog in his recent of all appearances you do not belong to
monograph, Th• Si111i/iu•e• of St1111• (London:
SPCK, 1961), pp. 69--72, sea at die problem the family of .Abraham's God, for you are
in a fruitful way by focusing primarily on die the slave and will be cnst out. As for me,
con1en of the phrase O'tCRXEici -roii x6aµov in and those who believe my Gospel, we are
Gal. 4:3, 9 and Col. 2 :8, 20. In these two
the children
epistles die term seems to be somewhat ICCb-dlere(ore
from its of freedom and of the
promise!
odler occurnical, distina
rences in the New Testament or Septuagint.
"So do not rivet your eyes only on
Here alone do we find the phrase cn01.x1ta -roii
x6aJu,u, apparendy representing forces which in those Bible passages! Do not read them

Paul's mind have enslavedGentiles
the
in a
way wt corresponds m the enslavement of
the Jews under the Law. In my own reconstruction I cake it u a summary term in Hellenic
of
111pentition, inmrporatiog an
111pematnral beings and forces ( the OQ6vcK.
KVQlml'tl~. doxcd. itouo{m of Col. 1:16;
2:10, 15) which control the matter of the
wodd, indudiog the body, m the frustmtion
and injury of man. These forca ue glaringly
prominent in those moments when man, for
all bis intelli&ence and willpower, lose1 control
ove.r bis world. Thus if one lmocb over the
milk or 111ep1 on a nlc:e which prompdy lmocb
him in the had, it is one of this hierarchy of
m,W.;,, which bu clone it. A delightful
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modem word for such a category would be
"gremlin," coined in World War II - though
it lacksarrangement
the participation in a cosmological
system which s1okbat1 seems m imply. One
may speculate that these words were used with
irreverent good humor in the iqiom of midAsia Minor; yet behind them lay a considerable
seriousness. This the aposde wu able m exploit. Por it is evident that man does not
control bis world. The world rather controls
and drives him, makiog his life a continual
batde, bis existence forever precariOUL The
religio-pbilosopbic speculations of Gnosticism
had their roots in just such an interpretation
of exiateDce.
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apart from the rest of Scriptures! Stand
sm.ight and free in their promises of
liberty, and don't let anybody hang a yoke
of slavery around your neck. And the
more you claim this freedom by the power
of the Spirit, the more will you express it
not by license and .bwlessness but by conforming your whole life to the immutable
will of God, set down in tables of stone
and revealed in the life and word of Jesus
Christ. Since it is only through Him that
what you do is acceptable ro God, all requirements which merely pointed forward
to His coming are no longer binding upon
you. If you demand men to keep such
laws, you are denying that all promises
of the Scriptures have been fulfilled in
Him.
"And now a postscript in my own hand.
Those who insist that you be circumcized are not suffering for Christ, nor is
centuries, this
circumcision the suffering Otrist has
called us for. In reality they are escaping
m
the suffering, they want nothing of the
scandal of the Cross. They boast of the
I.aw but don't keep it themselves I know, I was one of them. My only glory
now is the Cross. By its power I have
been born again and fashioned to live in
God's new creation, His world of mercy
and peace, the Israel of God. I have sufficient signs of it to refute anybody, not the
mark of circumcision, but the marks of
c:nding.
the lashes I have endured with my lord." 11
11 With the writiq of Galatians the Spirit
p.e the church a theolosic:al formulation of
the ielatiOlllhip becween the law and the
Gospel It wu a much-needed statement, for
the issue had been arising mntinuouslf. This

leads to

ll>JDe telltaaft

IIJBFIDODI:

Galatiam became a RJ' document in the
appearance
church. It wu
widelr drculated and sent in
all probabilltr bf Paul himle1f to other ev■n•
L
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V

"A little leaven leavens the whole
lump." Perhaps the proverb applies also
to a study like this one. Out of what began
as a concern for the meaning of one word
{neoeyeciqni) we have been driven t0
penetrate the basic thrust of the entire
Epistle to the Galatians. Nor has the
leavening ended. There are two further
Pauline passages to be brought bric.fly
into the context of the present discussion.

Col.2:14

Xeurco; • • . i;ai.et~ -ro xaft' -ftµii>v
):6LQ6yeaq:ov -rot~ MyµaaLv 8 ,\v "UJtEvav-rfov -ljµiv, xa\ au-ro ~Q'l'.IIV lx -roii µfoov,
l'tQOOTJJ.C.Oa~ QUTO -rep atUUQcp,
gclisrs and aposdes who faced similar difficulties. It is inieresting that, though Pauline
theology did not dominaie church
the
as
we
know it from extrabiblical sources in the earlr
particular
issue wu settlecl
everywhere. It did not arise ■pin.
b. Since this was
impassioned
an
respome
a verr panicular siruation, however, • more
,ounded theological statement, t'Oftring the
implimtiom of this undemanding of law and
Gospel for all Oiristim preaching, life, and
hope, wu needed. The awareness of this need
worked in the aposde through the Spirit and
flowered sometimeRomans.
laier in
c. The basic mre of ltomam wu meant for
Christendom generally, and the epistle wu sent
with a mveriag greeting and mndusion ID
various centen of the church, including Ephesus,
Jerusalem.
would
This
&CXOWlt
Antioch, and
for the various locatiom mentioned in the
Perhaps
it wu the Jerusalem document
that did not include chapter 15. Evidence that
Romans eseried masiderable imluence in Jerualem lies in the need eff!Druallf ID iespond
to distortiom of it. (James2:14ff.)
d. The circularizing of 1lomam and Galatians in the chmch WU a major theological
eff!Dt, a grand sift of the Spirit. Inferenc:a
concerning the relatiom becween Paul and
Jerusalem, deriftd
before
from
the
of this mrrespondence, c:e&1e ID haft
validitr after that eff!Dt.
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The entire paragraph, vv. 8-15, should
be reviewed as context. In spite of the
fact that the apostle freely uses some of
the language of a Hellenic, perhaps
Gnostic. cosmology, it is quite clear that
the theological point he is pressing is
essentially that familiar to us in Galatians.
The atOLXEia, that previously bound us,
are mentioned again, as is the "life" we
have in Christ. Circumcision, faith, Baptism, Cross. freedom from bondage of
the Law and from the death which was
ours in sin, as well as the warning against
becoming enslaved again - all are here.
Of course there are new ideas also. Baptism as our burial reminds of Rom. 6;
the circumcision of Christ as fulfilling ours
is peculiar to Colossians.
We must limit ourselves, however, to
one thought in the verse quoted. Grammatically there is no particular difficulty,
except perhaps with the dative, TOL;
&6w,am.v, which need not concern us.
Though X£Le6yeacpov occurs only here in
the New TesbUDCDt, it is a fairly common
word meaning a (presumably handwritten) bond or certificate of indebtedness.
The construction xat ml, ~QXEV Ix 'tOU
µiaov is a little curious, however. The
followed
phrase
Ix µiaou
by a genitive
is quite common, the equivalent of the
Hebrew 'IJVl,P. Thus Ix µiaou -rii,v &Lxakov
(Matt. 13:49); a6tii>v (Aas 17:33;
23:10; 2 Cor. 6:17); 4ui>v (1 Cor. 5:2);
Hvci,v (1 Cement 29:3). In all these
cases, supplied by Arndt-Gingrich, the
prepositional phrase is followed by the
genitive but does not itself have the
article. They do not necessarily parallel
the construction in the text before us.
which has the article but Jacks a genitive
object. In 2 Thess. 2:7 p6vov 6

xcmxcov
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&en lo>; Ix µiaou ytvriTaL, we have a
construction in which Ix µiaou takes no
genitive, though the article still is Jacking.
Arndt-Gingrich suggests that this may be
a I.atinism, the equivalent of the idiom
e mt1dio lolli, meaning simply "remove." 22
It is not really a parallel to what we have
before us.
The one instance I have found in
which the phrase, as in our text, has the
article but Jac1cs the genitive object, is
Is. 57:2, cbtl, ycie neoacimou ci3Lx(a;
iieTaL 6 &txa1.0;. "'EataL Iv Ele11vn ,j
Tacp~ atroii, -iieTaL Ix TOu µiaou. Literally translated, "From the presence of
injustice the righteous man will be taken.
His grave will be in peace, he will be
taken from the midst." Notice, however,
that the lack of a genitive here to answer
the question, "From the midst of what?" is
justified by poetic parallelism. The previous
sentence has already indicated the answer
by its d&Lx[a;. The New Tesaunent and
Septuagint references which Arndt-Gingrich supplies, therefore, do not support
the conclusion that atrl, i\eXEv Ix Toii
µtaou in our verse means "destroy."23 We
are entitled to press the question, "Out of
the midst of what was the X£te6yeacpov
taken?" If the apostle does not answer
this by adding a genitive of explanation,
then his insertion of the article, lx TOU
µiaou, may well be taken to indicate that
the answer is altogether obvious to his

readen.
The conclusion drawn from our study
of Galatians drives us to press the ques11 William P. Arndt and P. W"albur Giqrich, A Grnl,-B•1luh
of th• Nn,
(Chicqo: The Uai1renir,of Chicqo
sub
ytwJ&GL, 14cll.
Press, 1957),
ta Ibid., sub afcia,, 4.

r.,,...,,,

uxko•
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tion and then offers us the answer. The
content of the XELQ6yeacpov was legal demands, validly authoritative with reference
to us ( xaa• i\µii>v) , but also directly opposed and hostile to us ( 8 ijv unsvavdov
,jµi:v).2" Paul"s switch from the second
person plural in the previous verse to the
.first person here indicates that he wishes
to include the Jews as well as the Gentiles
as the victims of this hostility. What happened to this XELQ6ypacpov is described
in two metaphors. First, Christ has erased
it, wiped it away, so that it can no longer
be read. Secondly, He has taken it out
of the midst, lifted the condemning Bible
passage right out of the Sacred Scriptures
and nailed it to His cross! Paul is referring again to the very same Scripture that
by the manipulation of the Judaizers had
come so dose to destroying the faith of
the Galatians, Ex. 12:43-49, with its demand for the circumcision of the Gentiles as the way to their participation in
the promises. The passage was in the
church, in all Paul's teaching, the classic
summation, the pivot, the image of the
whole Law. But now it is gone. You cannot see it there in the Scriptures by itself
any more. The only way to see it is by
looking at the cross on which it is nailed.
You cannot look at this Law without 11t
the same time seeing the Crucified!
Therefore that Law, which once condemned us all, has lost its power. The
principalities and powers that stood
11gainst us have been disarmed - Hellenic
cn'OLXEia language applied to the I.aw, as
in Gal4:3,9. The cross loolcs at .first hand
as if it were the public demonsaation and
14 So Thoma K. Abbott, Colossias in the
I. C. C. (Bclinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1897 ID
1956), p. 255.
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shame of Jesus, condemned and defeated
by the Law. In reality it is the public
realization and display of the I.aw"s defeat
and death, the overthrow of every kind of
force that enslaves men in fear, despair,
and death. •F or it is the I.aw that has been
""crucified,"' nailed to the Cross, in the
crucifixion of Christ.
EfJh.2:11-22

1n this passage we are not concerned
with grammatical peculiarities, but only
with an association of ideas. There is no
studied conformity to the language and
thought patterns of either Galatians or
Colossians. The writer develops his argument in terms of that which fills him and
in terms of the background and the needs
of his readers. Yet it is quite apparent
that the writer has lived through the
struggles with which we have been dealing, that the definitions which became
explicit .first in Galatians ue the working
theology both of himseH and of the
readers.
The context again is circumcision, and
the division between Jew and Gentile
which it had come to dramatize. Therefore Paul can say tO his Gentile readers,
'You were at that time separated from
Christ, alienated from the commonwealth
of Israel, and stmngers to the covenants of
promise." Terms like 'laea,v.. &LczlhiX1J,
and bcayyd.(a bring to mind the Old
Testament circumcision passages around
which the Galatian conuoversy had
moved. As we have previously indicated,
however, two termS in Ex. 12 which Paul
might well have used here were actually
no longer available tO him, since their
meaning bad become technical.
eoaiJl,n~ must become ; ~ l:vvaycoyii
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sometimes becomes lxx111ata, but this is
not suitable to the present context. Hence
Paul uses :rt01L·tda. 'AxT)llo'tQL<a>!ltVOL
points to dllcS'tQ~ in Gen. 17:12, a
synonym of cW.oyEVl)!; (Gen. 17:27; Ex.
12:43).
There follows a description of the
reconciliation, in which the aposde draws
freely on a new passage (Is. 57:19) for
the terminology 11axeciv and ly~ and
for the dei)vri that unites them. Christ is
the instrument of this uniting of the two
separated elements, Jew and Gentile.
What bad to happen to achieve this is
desaibed in vv. 14-16: ''He ••• bas broken
down the dividing wall of hostility ( 'tl\V
fx&eav) by abolishing in His Besh the
law of a,mmandmcnts and ordinances •••
and might reconcile us both to God in
one body through the aoss, thereby bringA to an encl."
ing the hostility ('ff!V fx6eav)
.real
stood between Jew and Gentile. It consisted of the Law, with all its
commandments and ordinances. It is
epitomized, however, in one word, used
twice, lxftea. We suggest that in the mind
of the writer this is circumcision, the embodirnl"Jlt in one command of all the
hostility between Jew and Gentile. Consistent, then, with Galatians and Colossians, this is the marvel of the aoss, that
here the Law speaks its last word to its
own undoin& so that peace is created
between Jew and Gentile and both have
access by one Spirit to the Father.
Finally the .result, v. 19, "So then you
are no longer mangers and sojourners, but
you are fellow dtizens with the saints and
rnemben of the household of God • • •
Orist Jesus Himself being the Ciief
<:omentone. •• :• Here there is a close
usoc:iarion with put theological history.
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Stvo; and (au!,L)no1tff)!; relate to Ex. 12
by way of neoa,\1u'to; and auvay<a>ytJ, as
we have just seen. Il QQOLXO!; is one of the
terms for "stranger" in Ex. 12:45. In a
footnote to our discussion of Lev. 20:26,
in connection with the crisis at Antioch
(IV, note 19c), we suggested this as the
beginning of Paul's grand use of the
term &yLOL for the "saints" in Christ. The Gen.
17 on the drcumcision
emphasis in
of those born in Abraham's house may
be the background of Paul's concept of
ol,u;toL 'tOU 6Eoii. (See Gen. 17:13 [also
23:27] in the Septuagint: 6 ot,-.oyEv~~
nj!; otx(U!; aou; also the use of the term
otxtni~ in Ex. 12:44.) In all this transference of Old Testament terminology to
the New Testament church, the turning
point is Christ Jesus.211 For Paul this is
wall
the whole world.20
CoNCLUSION

It may be helpful to summarize the
major steps along the way we have come.
1. Gal. 3: 1 is to be understood literally
and not metaphorically. It refers to the
crudfied Christ as the Galatians had seen
Ill The faa that the author of Ephesians
identi&cation
previous with
feels so complete ID
theological history refleaed in Paul'• writinp
beginnina with Galatians, toaether with bis
a,mplece freedom to build OD that put with
the ame quality of impbed ",Belliua," may
well be lakm u evidence of Pauline authorship of tbil epilde. ID my own mind so perfect a combination of tbae two elements in
a disciple of bis aeema almost iDCX>Dceiwble.
H Por ID excellent uatmeDt OD Cbriatian
libertJ ace two uticla iD the CoN<X>BDIA
THBOLOGICAL MONTHLY by 'William P.
.Amdt: ''Galatiam: A Declaration of Clrilti&D IJbertJ," XXVII (Sept. 1956), 673-692;
''On Gal. 2:17-19," XXVII (Peb. 1956), 128
to 132.
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Him, black on white, with their own eyes,
in the Scriptures.
2. The missionary method of St. Paul
included his teaching from the scrolls of
the Septuagint and his training of the
congregations in the use of those Scriptures for their joy and edification.
3. The difficulty arose in Galatia when
the purveyors of "another gospel" used the
authority of those same black-on-white
Scriptures to insist that circumcision was
the way in which Gentiles could belong
to the seed of Abraham and participate in
the promises associated with Christ's
return.
4. The Law of which Paul speaks in
Galatians is no generalized theological
concept, but very specific demands which
the Christians may read for themselves and
which have the authority of God. In
Galatia the key passage at issue was &.
12:43-49 (supplemented by Gen. 17). In
Antioch the key passage was Lev. 20:22-26.
5. Paul's task is not merely to distinguish between law and Gospel or to
reaffirm justification by faith, but to resolve the perplexing problem of the relationship of the authority of the Scriptures
and of the law to "the truth of the Gos-
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pel," i. e., the fulfillment of the Old
Testament promises.
6. ''The truth of the Gospel" is the
cross, on which Christ £ulfilled the law
by enduring its curse against us and so
set us free from its threats. At the same
time the Abrahamic blessing both to the
Gentiles and to the Jews becomes a reality
in Him. He is Abraham's seed, and when
we by Baptism and faith put Him on, we
become one in Him, children of Abraham
and heirs of the promises. The law and
the Scriptures of the law are to be seen
only in the perspective of the Cross.
7. Let both Jew and Gentile .rejoice in
the new liberty. In that liberty and
through the new life in Christ there is
the power to live by that love which is
the £uUillment of the law.
8. Paul's solution of the problem of the
law, as focused on the circumcision passage &. 12:43-49, supplies a basic form
for his future preaching and teaching. It
is the presupposition of passages like Eph.
2:11-22 and Col. 2:8-15.
"Peace and mercy be upon all who walk
by this rule, upon the Israel of God."
(Gal. 6:16)
Valparaiso, Ind.
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